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Polio eradication is on the cusp of success, with only a few regions still maintaining transmission. Improving our

understanding of why some regions have been successful and others have not will help with both global eradica-

tion of polio and development of more effective vaccination strategies for other pathogens. To examine the past 25

years of eradication efforts, we constructed a transmission model for wild poliovirus that incorporates waning

immunity (which affects both infection risk and transmissibility of any resulting infection), age-mediated vaccina-

tion rates, and transmission of oral polio vaccine. The model produces results consistent with the 4 country catego-

ries defined by the Global Polio Eradication Program: elimination with no subsequent outbreaks; elimination with

subsequent transient outbreaks; elimination with subsequent outbreaks and transmission detected for more than

12 months; and endemic polio transmission. Analysis of waning immunity rates and oral polio vaccine transmissi-

bility reveals that higher waning immunity rates make eradication more difficult because of increasing numbers of

infectious adults, and that higher oral polio vaccine transmission rates make eradication easier as adults become

reimmunized. Given these dynamic properties, attention should be given to intervention strategies that comple-

ment childhood vaccination. For example, improvement in sanitation can reduce the reproduction number in prob-

lematic regions, and adult vaccination can lower adult transmission.

immunity; immunization programs; infectious disease transmission; mathematical model; poliomyelitis; poliovirus;

poliovirus vaccines; vaccination

Abbreviations: OPV, oral polio vaccine; SIA, supplementary immunization activity; WPV, wild poliovirus.

The use of vaccines is a major success story in the field of
public health. With the world on the verge of global eradica-
tion of polio, eliminating polio from the remaining few
countries has proved difficult. Local elimination efforts have
focused on both fine-tuning vaccine design and developing
strategies to attain intensive vaccination coverage of chil-
dren. Here we review the history of polio eradication
through the lens of transmission system theory.

The Global Polio Eradication Initiative has classified
countries into 4 categories on the basis of their elimination
success (1). Countries in Category A have had successful
elimination with no subsequent outbreaks. This is the largest
group and includes, by continent, the Americas, Australia,
Western Europe, and large portions of both Africa and Asia.
India, after continual eradication difficulty, recently has

been classified into Category A. Countries classified as Cat-
egory B have documented successful elimination but have
had subsequent transient outbreaks. These countries are
African countries near Nigeria and Euro-Asian nations near
India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan. Countries classified as
Category C, including Angola, Chad, Democratic Republic
of the Congo, and Sudan, have documented successful elim-
ination followed by subsequent outbreaks with transmission
detected for more than 12 months after the first subsequent
outbreak (1). The last group of countries, comprising Cate-
gory D, has endemic polio transmission. These countries are
Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Pakistan. We undertake here a
dynamic systems analysis that helps explain how countries
got into these different categories and what determines how
they move among categories.
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Poliomyelitis is a disease caused by the poliovirus that is
characterized by acute flaccid paralysis. Poliovirus is transmit-
ted fecal-orally and causes primarily gastrointestinal infection
with minor or no symptoms. Infected persons excrete virus
into the environment, where poor sanitation and high popula-
tion density allows the virus to persist and transmit.
Although polio immunity against paralysis does not wane

substantially, immunity affecting susceptibility to infection
and contagiousness does. Evidence of increasing suscepti-
bility with waning immunity comes from antibody patterns
(2–16) and the relationships between antibody levels and
protection against infection (17, 18). Evidence of increasing
contagiousness with waning immunity comes from the fol-
lowing: 1) an oral polio vaccine (OPV) challenge study dem-
onstrating that persons with prior wild poliovirus (WPV)
infection 40–50 years earlier excrete as much virus as com-
pletely susceptible persons (2); 2) an OPV challenge study
in elderly populations demonstrating the association of excre-
tion among previously vaccinated adults with antibody levels
(19); and 3) recently immunized children who excreted sig-
nificant quantities of WPV (20, 21).
The 2 types of vaccines in use are the live virus OPV and

the inactivated polio vaccine. Both vaccine types provide
immunity to paralysis (22), but OPV provides higher protec-
tion against infection and greater reductions in excretion
during infection (23–25). As a live virus, OPV is transmissi-
ble through the same routes as WPV and thus has added
effects of reaching unvaccinated populations and boosting
immunity in those previously infected or vaccinated. Unfor-
tunately, mutated derivatives of circulating OPV can also
cause paralytic disease (26). Consequently, cessation of
OPV is an important final step in eradication.
Although elimination in some countries with good sanita-

tion has been achieved through the use of an early childhood
routine vaccination schedule, the national-level elimination
programs in other countries involve supplementary immuni-
zation activities (SIAs) reaching all children 5 years of age
and under on national immunization days.
The regions in which polio elimination has been most dif-

ficult are heterogeneous in terms of population size, density,
sanitation, and vaccination coverage. For example, in north-
ern India, which has very dense and extensive populations
with poor sanitation, successful elimination required more
than 15 SIAs per year in some areas. In contrast, a 2010 out-
break in the Congo occurred under conditions of low popu-
lation density and low exposure to poor sanitation but low
vaccination coverage in a subset of the population (1).
To better understand what determines success or failure

under these diverse conditions, we examined a dynamic
model across a diversity of transmission conditions, vaccina-
tion levels, vaccine effects, and vaccine transmissibility. We
did not aim to capture any specific country scenario with our
model but rather to describe the general phenomena of polio
elimination.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

The structure for our transmission model is shown in
Figure 1. Web Appendix 1, available at http://aje.oxfordjour
nals.org/, contains an overview of the detailed background

of the development and structure of our model. We con-
structed a deterministic, compartmental model that included
different levels of immune status between the recovered state
and the fully susceptible state (model equations 1–6 in Web
Appendix 2). We included separate infection compartments
for WPV and OPV, assuming no concurrent infection (equa-
tion 7 in Web Appendix 2). OPV transmission was modeled
relative to WPV transmission with the use of parameters that
reduced contagiousness and duration of infection while
maintaining the same susceptibility as WPV (equations 1
and 7 in Web Appendix 2). Model parameters are described
in Table 1 (and in more detail in Web Table 1). Age com-
partments allowed for age-specific vital dynamics and vacci-
nation programs that target children. Aging was modeled as
a pure delay process, consistent with past aging models in
pertussis and measles (27, 28); for additional detail see Web
Appendix 3.
Immunity reduces susceptibility to infection and also

reduces contagiousness and duration of infection if reinfec-
tion occurs. As immunity wanes (modeled as an underlying
exponential process), susceptibility, contagiousness, and
duration of infection increase. As depicted by the S0 com-
partment in Figure 1, we assumed that persons never fully
lose immunity; that is, only new members of the population,

Figure 1. Graphical depiction of the transmission model without
aging or vital dynamics. The model equations with vital dynamics are
presented in Web Appendix 2, and aging is presented in Web
Appendix 3. The I compartments correspond to the wild poliovirus
(WPV)-infected population, and the V compartments correspond to
the oral polio vaccine (OPV)-infected population. Each set of S, I, and
V compartments is further broken down by immunity stage, i, with n
total immune stages. Persons enter the population at rate b and have
no immunity. The Sn−1 state corresponds to full immunity and is
achieved after infection caused by either OPV or WPV. Waning
of immunity occurs as the population transitions between Si

compartments, at rate ωi, moving from higher immunity to lower
immunity. We assume that complete loss of immunity is not possible.
Levels of immunity are determined by immune stage, i, and affect
susceptibility, βi; contagiousness, θi; and recovery rate, γi. Force of
infection is the product of the effective contact rate (a fully infectious
contact given no immunity), c, and the linear combination of the
relative contagiousness, θi, of each infected subpopulation times its
density. Transmission of OPV is reduced relative to WPV by
decreasing the contagiousness by factor ɛ and increasing the
recovery rate from infection by factor κ. Infection due to OPV can also
occur because of effective vaccination rate, ϕ. The parameters are
also explained in Table 1 and in greater detail in Web Appendix 2.
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introduced at a fixed birth rate, were completely susceptible
(equations 2 and 3 in Web Appendix 2). Infection with
WPV or OPV through either vaccination or OPV transmis-
sion resolves into full immunity, a short-lived period during
which there is no susceptibility to reinfection, shown in
Figure1byflowsfromtheinfectedpopulations(compartments
I and V) into the susceptible compartment with highest
immunity, Sn−1. As time since recovery increases (popula-
tion flows across the S compartments in Figure 1), suscepti-
bility to reinfection increases, and subsequent reinfection
has increasing contagiousness and duration. After a reinfec-
tion, full immunity is regained. For more detail on the mod-
eling of waning immunity, see Web Appendix 4.

Unless otherwise stated, we assumed that susceptibility
increases throughwaning to 50%, comparedwith no immunity,
after 10 years. The rate at which contagiousness and duration
increase is set to be one fourth the rate at which susceptibility
increases. An exploration of waning settings is shown in Web
Appendix 5.1. Initially, we fixed OPV transmissibility to 5%
of WPV transmissibility. This value for OPV relative trans-
mission was selected by using criteria from Fine and Carneiro
(26), such that circulating OPV, specifically for serotypes 1

and 3, would not sustain transmission. We then investigated a
broader range of OPV transmission, including higher trans-
missibility consistent with serotype 2. Furthermore, we inves-
tigated the effect of waning immunity by choosing values to
examine the impact of waning on the dynamics for wide-
ranging outcomes. The model parameters we varied for our
analysis are shown in Table 2.

To model vaccination, we considered effective vaccina-
tion rates in contrast to actual vaccination rates. An effective
vaccination rate corresponds to vaccination resulting in com-
plete immunity. In reality, a dose of OPV might not induce
an immune response, and multiple OPV vaccinations are
required to achieve full immunity (23). The effective vacci-
nation rate is thus less than the actual vaccination rate. Our
major inferences did not change when we changed the
model such that vaccines result in partial but increasing
immunity from each vaccination. The pertinent analysis is
presented in Web Appendix 5.2.

We simulated polio transmission initially without vacci-
nation until the model reached steady-state dynamics. After
achieving steady state, we introduced vaccination into
the population. The target effective vaccination rate was

Table 1. Polio Transmission Model Parameters

Model
Parameters

Descriptions Values

i Waning stage 1 . . . n

j Age group 1 . . .m

n Total immune stages 10

m Total age groups 34

b Birth rate into population 0.025a

c Effective contact rate 40–200/yearb

βi Relative susceptibility for immune stage, i 0–1c,d

θi Relative contagiousness for immune stage, i 0–1c,e

γi Recovery rate for immune stage, i 10–40/yearc,f

ωi Rate of immune state change 0, 0.2, or 2/yearg

ϕj Effective vaccination rate 0–3/year

ε Relative contagiousness OPV:WPV 0.15–0.45h

κ Relative recovery rate OPV:WPV 2.25–6.25h

μj Age-dependent death rates −i

Abbreviations: OPV, oral polio vaccine; WPV, wild poliovirus.
a The birth rate, b, was set in relation to the death rate, μj, so that the population size is constant.
b The effective contact rate, c, was assigned by using previously established R0 values (26), along with our

derived transmission model calculation of R0 (Table 2).
c Immunity responses to susceptibility, contagiousness, and duration of contagiousness were assigned across

their ranges of values by using an exponential function (see Web Appendix 4.1 for more details).
d The immunity parameter for susceptibility, βi, attenuates the infectivity of an effective contact on the susceptible

population, where 1 defines no reduction (no immunity) and 0 defines no susceptibility (full immunity).
e The measure of contagiousness, θi, attenuates the force of infection due to the infected population, where 1

defines full contagiousness (no immunity) and 0 defines no contagiousness (full immunity).
f The recovery rate, γi is defined according to observed ranges of shedding duration (24, 25).
g SeeWeb Appendix 4.2 and Web Table 1.
h We attenuate the effect of OPV transmission by reducing contagiousness and duration of illness by using

parameters ɛ and κ, respectively. The κ value was set relatively to ɛ, and values were determined by using sensitivity

analysis and known relative transmissibility of OPV (26).
i −, refer to Web Appendix 3.
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achieved over an implementation time period during which
vaccine rates increased linearly from zero to the target level.
The main analysis used a 2-year implementation time.
Results for 10-year implementation are presented in Web
Appendix 5.3.

We numerically solved differential equations across a
range of waning rates, relative OPV transmissibility levels,
effective vaccine rates, and the reproduction number, as
shown in Table 2. The reproduction number was calculated
for a fully susceptible population with no vaccination and is
approximately equivalent to the effective contact rate multi-
plied by the duration of infection. By monitoring prevalence
levels over the course of a vaccination program, we identi-
fied parameter ranges that correspond to difficulties in eradi-
cation across the countries described in Table 3.
Modeling was conducted in Python with the open-source

SciPy module (http://www.scipy.org). Figures were made in
R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria)
with the lattice add-on package.

RESULTS

Explaining success in polio eradication efforts across

country classifications

Figure 2 displays both short-term (Figure 2A) and long-
term (Figure 2B) vaccination success across differing levels
of R0 and effective vaccination rates. We measured short-
term success as the minimum prevalence in the first 50
years, such that the lower this minimum prevalence, the
greater the short-term success. The ability to achieve low
prevalence at any given time does not imply long-term
success. We therefore measured long-term success as the
final equilibrium prevalence. A low long-term prevalence is
an indicator of stable elimination. Countries classified as
Category A by the Global Polio Eradication Program (1)
generally have both short- and long-term success. Countries
classified as Category B and C are those with fragile short-
term success; that is, they achieved short-term success but

Table 2. Factors That Are Varied in the Analysis

Analysis Variables Description Calculation Rangea

Maximum R0 Reproduction
number in
immunologically
naive population

c/γ0 4–20 (26)

OPV
transmissibility

Transmissibility
relative to WPV
(%)

ɛ/κ 0%–20%
(26)

Susceptibility
waning rate

Exponential
waningb

0.04, 0.07,
and 0.1/
yearc,d

ϕj Effective
vaccination
rates in children
(0–5 years of
age)

0–3/year
(1, 23)

Abbreviations: OPV, oral polio vaccine; WPV, wild poliovirus.
a Upper and lower bounds were selected as biologically plausible

limits.
b See Web Appendix 4.
c Waning rate values are not well defined and were, therefore,

chosen to examine the impact of waning on the dynamics for wide-

ranging outcomes. Additional values are explored in Web

Appendices 5.1 and 5.3.
d The susceptibility waning rates, 0.04, 0.07, and 0.1 per year,

correspond to reaching 50% susceptibility after 17, 10, and 7 years,

respectively.

Table 3. Classification of Countries in Context of Polio Eradication Initiative in 2012

Country Typea
Hygiene
Statusa

Examples
Eradication
Categoryb

R0 Ranges
a

Industrialized
country

Good United States, Western Europe, Australia,
etc.

A 4

Industrialized
country

Poor South America, Russia A 10

Developing
country

Poor Egypt, Eastern Europe, Northern Africa,
Middle East, etc.

A 12

Developing
country

Dense and
poor

India A 14–18

Developing
country

Poor Horn of Africa (e.g., Congo, Uganda) B 8–12

Developing
country

Poor Central Asia (e.g., Tajikistan, Turkmenistan) B 10–14

Developing
country

Poor Angola, Chad, Democratic Republic of the
Congo, and Sudan

C 8–12

Developing
country

Poor Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Pakistan D 14–17

a Country type, hygiene status, and R0 values were chosen from Fine and Carneiro’s polio transmission review (26).
b Country classification is based on the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (1). Category A corresponds to countries

that have achieved eradication; Category B describes countries that have achieved eradication but have transient

epidemics; Category C describes countries that have achieved eradication but have reestablished transmission; and

Category D describes countries that have not achieved elimination.
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have conditions for non-zero final prevalence. Category D
countries have not achieved success in the short or long
term.

The placement of countries onto Figure 2 was based on
country-specific estimates for R0 and vaccination rates. R0

values were selected by using data from Fine and Carneiro
(26). We crudely selected effective vaccination rates for cate-
gories and countries using the Global Polio Eradication Ini-
tiative criteria (1) by considering enhancing factors such as
SIA deployment and mitigating factors such as poor cover-
age or take rates. Category A countries feature diverse condi-
tions but generally have lower transmission conditions with
adequate vaccination coverage. The United States is shown
in Figure 2 with a small, stable R0 because of its low trans-
mission conditions and a 100% vaccination rate, illustrating
a consistent, effective vaccination program. In contrast,
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh of India are presented in Figure 2 as
having very high transmission conditions and very high vac-
cination levels. The yearly vaccination rate of 2.5 was
selected to represent full coverage plus at least 1 fully effec-
tive booster.

The recent outbreak in Xinjiang, China, is an example of
how Category B and C conditions can emerge from Cate-
gory A countries. China is a large nation with varying trans-
mission conditions, so we selected a range of R0 values for
Figure 2, consistent with those presented for both types of
industrialized nations in Table 3. The outbreak in Xinjiang
has been attributed to importation and falling vaccination
rates (29), so we illustrate potential effective vaccination
rates ranging from enhanced (greater than 1) to reduced (less
than 1). Although the 2011 outbreak was an isolated incident
in China, its placement in Figure 2 demonstrates that other
Category A nations with a higher R0 or lower vaccination
coverage could be at increased risk of emerging as Category
B or C countries because of importation.

The Category D countries (Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Paki-
stan) are depicted with moderate transmission levels but poor
coverage, consistent with the difficulty programs have had in
adequately vaccinating their remaining endemic regions.
Afghanistan and Pakistan are grouped together because of
their linked transmission conditions through importation (1).

In Figure 2A, the short-term success of the vaccination
program shows decreasing prevalence as vaccination
increases for a given R0. For low values of R0, low minimum
prevalence levels (Figure 2A) correspond to low final preva-
lence levels (Figure 2B), which suggests stable elimination
under these conditions. However, at higher levels of R0,
where we still see low minimum prevalence levels, we no
longer see low long-term prevalence, which suggests that
the initial drop in prevalence due to vaccination is not main-
tained and the probability of resurgence is increased. A
further exploration of model dynamics associated with the
rebound epidemics is presented in Web Appendix 5.4.

To better understand what causes the increasing diver-
gence between Figure 2A and Figure 2B at increasing levels
of R0, we need to consider waning immunity and reinfection
dynamics, where reinfection is defined as WPV infection
that occurs after a first infection caused by WPV transmis-
sion, OPV transmission, or OPV vaccination (30). At high
R0, when vaccination is implemented, the combination of

vaccine effectiveness and immunity-boosting through
reinfection causes an immediate sharp decrease in preva-
lence. However, if the vaccine levels are not high enough to
push prevalence to zero, the waning of immunity eventually
increases the number of susceptible persons, providing a
means for virus circulation through reinfection epidemics.
On the other hand, when R0 is low, the prevalence reduction
after vaccination implementation is not highly dependent on
immunity-boosting through reinfection. Therefore, for low
levels of R0, vaccination levels of children do not have to

Figure 2. A) The minimum prevalence reached in the first 50 years
because of the initial vaccine implementation (a measure of short-
term success), and B) the final prevalence resulting from the
vaccination program (a measure of long-term success), across R0

and effective vaccination rates per year for all children under 5 years
of age. Oral polio vaccine transmissibility is set to 5% of wild
poliovirus transmissibility. Waning rates are set such that it takes 10
years to increase susceptibility by 50%, contagiousness of any
resulting infection by 16%, and duration of any resulting infection by
16%. The circle represents the United States, the asterisk represents
regions of India (Uttar Pradesh and Bihar), and the diamond
represents Xinjiang, China. To illustrate broad ranges of transmission
conditions and vaccination rates, the dashed rectangular box
represents China, and the solid rectangular box represents the
endemic countries: Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Nigeria. Values for R0

and effective vaccination rates were selected qualitatively and are
discussed in the Results. Divergence in prevalence levels between A
and B does not necessarily predict future outbreaks or endemicity but
rather highlights that short-term eliminations might rely on stochastic
processes and thus can be fragile in the long-term.
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reach very high levels to get below the population threshold
for transmission illustrated in Figure 2B.

Role of OPV transmission

Increasing OPV transmission from 2.5% to 20% of WPV
results in a large reduction in the vaccination rates required
to reach low or zero prevalence at equilibrium (Figure 3).
The reduction in required vaccination levels is particularly

evident for high R0 levels. These increased levels of OPV
transmission correspond to serotype 2 vaccination, which is
known to be much more transmissible than serotypes 1 and
3 (26). At high levels of vaccine transmission, immunity is
boosted in those previously infected, thereby reducing the
overall transmission potential. Results for reducing relative
OPV transmission to 0% are shown in Web Appendix 5.5.

Role of waning immunity

Figure 4 illustrates final prevalence for faster and slower
waning immunity rates. Under given levels of R0, if immu-
nity waning is slow (left half of Figure 4), then attainment of
elimination prevalence levels requires much less vaccination
coverage than if waning were faster (Figure 3 and right
half of Figure 4). Furthermore, by exploring across OPV
transmissibility levels for each of these waning levels, we
observe the importance of the boosting that occurs from
OPV transmission. Even when immunity waning is fast, if
relative OPV transmission is 20% that of WPV transmission,
eradication is still achievable at an R0 of 20, for effective
vaccination rates of around 3 per year or higher. Because
waning immunity can significantly reduce the long-term effi-
cacy of vaccination, this analysis highlights a range in which
it is important to understand these underlying dynamics.

Reinfection contributions to transmission at endemic

equilibrium

Figure 5 illustrates the proportion of the force of infection
attributable to reinfection across varying levels of reproduc-
tion numbers and vaccination rates. Reinfections are infec-
tions of WPV that occur after previous infection due to an
earlier WPV infection, OPV infection, or vaccination. For
lower levels of OPV transmissibility when vaccination
levels are greater than 1 per year and elimination is not
reached, the proportion of the force of infection that is due to
reinfection rises above 50%. When relative OPV transmissi-
bility reaches 20%, elimination occurs under conditions in
which, at lower OPV transmissibility levels, transmission
was dominated by reinfection. OPV transmission prevents
immunity from waning to the level at which reinfection
transmission is important. Specifically, in conjunction with
Figures 2 and 3, we can conclude that the final prevalence
under high transmission conditions and high vaccination
rates was maintained by reinfection transmission from aging
populations experiencing waning immunity. This illustrates
the importance of boosting immunity in populations with
waned immunity.

DISCUSSION

Global polio eradication is in its final stages. To ensure
success, intensive efforts are needed in the few remaining
countries. The analyses we have presented help demon-
strate how reproduction numbers, transmissibility of OPV,
waning immunity rates, and vaccination rates contribute to
successes and failures. Although our analytical approach
cannot describe or predict the specific course of any nation’s
elimination effort, it does help to illustrate dynamics that

Figure 3. Final prevalence across vaccination rate and R0, where
oral polio vaccine transmissibility relative to wild poliovirus
transmissibility is set to A) 2.5%, B) 10%, and C) 20% of oral polio
vaccine transmissibility. Waning rates are set such that it takes 10
years to increase susceptibility by 50%, contagiousness of any
resulting infection by 16%, and duration of any resulting infection by
16%.
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should affect control decisions. Most important, it reveals
the fragility of elimination in high-R0 areas, how reinfection
contributes to that fragility, and how high levels of OPV
transmission counteract the fragility related to reinfection
potential.

Worldwide eradication success has been achieved by tar-
geting children. In countries with high levels of sanitation,
the success was swift. In nations with poor sanitation, such
as Egypt, India, and Bangladesh, success has been less swift
but has been possible. SIAs on national immunization days
have been important for success under these more difficult
conditions. SIAs revaccinate children many more times than
routine immunization would. Because revaccinated children

can excrete vaccine poliovirus (20), the resulting OPV trans-
mission boosts immunity in unvaccinated children and in
persons whose waning immunity might otherwise bring
them to a state in which they could be infected by and trans-
mit WPV.

When OPV is highly transmissible, low levels of preva-
lence can be achieved in high transmission conditions with
less than extreme vaccination coverage; this is true even for
faster-waning immunity and higher R0. At high transmission
(R0) levels in Figure 2B, the low levels of prevalence
induced by the initial vaccine implementation have rebounded
into considerably higher endemic equilibrium levels that are
not observed when OPV transmissibility is high (Figure 3C).

Figure 4. Final prevalence across vaccination and R0, where by column, waning rates increase from slow (A–C: 17 years to reach 50%
susceptibility) to fast (D–F: 7 years to reach 50% susceptibility), and by row, oral polio vaccine transmissibility relative to wild poliovirus
transmissibility increases from 2.5% (A and D) to 10% (B and E) to 20% (C and F).

Successes and Shortcomings of Polio Eradication 7
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When OPV transmissibility is low, under endemic condi-
tions of high vaccination and high transmission, the force of
infection is largely attributable to reinfection (Figure 5). By
increasing the transmissibility of the OPV strain, we elimi-
nate transmission attributable to reinfection by effectively
boosting populations with waned immunity. That is, asymp-
tomatic adult populations with waned immunity could be
important factors in transmission, and their impact can be
reduced by recontracting vaccine strain poliovirus.
The final stages of eradication for WPV serotypes 1 and 3

can be characterized by difficulties that did not affect the erad-
ication of serotype 2. The increased efficacy of trivalent OPV
for WPV serotype 2 is clearly one important factor (1)
accounting for the success in type 2 eradication, but our anal-
ysis illustrates that lower levels of vaccine strain transmission
contribute to the difficulties in achieving eradication. When
transmissibility of the vaccine strain is lower, as it is in
poliovirus serotypes 1 and 3 (26), vaccination strategies

affecting the potential for reinfections to transmit should be
considered. Besides focused SIAs, another strategy might
be to add a single booster for adults in high transmission
regions. Such a campaign would be costly and potentially
difficult to implement but could contribute to success in
regions where elimination remains in a fragile state. Further-
more, the importance of OPV transmission highlights the
care that must be taken when ceasing OPV vaccination,
such as maintenance of high-quality surveillance. The poten-
tial for circulating vaccine-derived polioviruses needs to be
minimized in the final stages of eradication. Because inac-
tivated polio vaccine has been shown to induce mucosal
immunity through boosting in previously OPV-immunized
populations (31), inactivated polio vaccine might be a can-
didate vaccine for boosters in older populations that could
reduce risks of circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus.
Our model of waning immunity uses a simple exponential

process in which OPV or WPV vaccination always results in

Figure 5. Depiction of the proportion of the force of infection that is due to reinfections across vaccination rate and R0, where oral polio vaccine
(OPV) transmissibility relative to wild poliovirus (WPV) transmissibility is set to A) 2.5%, B) 5%, C) 10%, and D) 20%. Reinfection is defined as
WPV infection that occurs after an initial infection caused by an earlier WPV infection, vaccination, or infection due to OPV transmission. Waning
rates are set such that it takes 10 years to increase susceptibility by 50%, contagiousness of any resulting infection by 16%, and duration of any
resulting infection by 16%. In the white areas of the graph, there is not sustained transmission to calculate the force of infection (i.e., prevalence
equals zero).
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complete immunity. It is possible that altering this assump-
tion could affect our inferences about what is leading to
success or failure in eradication efforts. If immunization can
result in incomplete immunity, then SIA success could
occur because of ensuring comprehensive coverage of
underimmunized children. Furthermore, the evidence of
waning of immunity through decrease in antibody levels,
particularly in high transmission regions, could stem from
nuances not addressed in our analysis. These include factors
known to affect polio immunization such as malnutrition,
concurrent enteric infections, and vaccine tolerance (32).
The extent to which these factors play a role deserves to be
analyzed in future dynamic transmission system frame-
works.

Because ourmodel used a continuous, deterministic frame-
work, the continuous population assumption allows our
transmission system to reach trivially low prevalence levels
temporarily. In reality, when prevalence reaches very low
levels, demographic stochasticity would lead to transmission
cessation. Additionally, the deterministic nature of our model
prevents us from modeling outbreaks due to sporadic impor-
tation in regions where polio was eliminated, a topic that
was analyzed previously (33). Nonetheless, our determinis-
tic analysis shows how Category A countries with high
transmission conditions are still at risk for epidemics due to
reintroduction of virus; that is, we can discern problematic
parameter regions that achieve very low prevalence levels
because of initial vaccine implementation but maintain long-
term prevalence (Figure 2).

The polio vaccine has been a public health triumph since
its first implementation more than 50 years ago. With the
public health community hoping to follow the success of the
smallpox eradication program, the polio eradication program
has eliminated polio in most of the world, removing a terri-
ble and debilitating disease from the memories of most
living populations. With a handful of remaining endemic
countries on the cusp of eradication, we are on the verge of a
major public health victory. Our model highlights some of
the potential challenges that have prevented success in the
final phase of polio elimination. We hope that by better
understanding the dynamics driving transmission, we can
improve the design of future public health initiatives to erad-
icate infectious diseases.
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